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August 2017 
 

Dear Readers, 

And there I was thinking that August would be 
lean pickings, until I saw the articles come in. 
Amongst other juicy pickings, there is Celene’s 
“Reflections from Blenheim Palace”. 

But let us start with Tony’s message. As is 
fitting for women’s month, he has centred his 
reflections around Mary, mother of Jesus. He 
gives some background on the various 
controversies surrounding the status afforded 
Mary as a figure of reverence and worship. He 
starts off by sketching the background to the 
beautiful Christian prayer “Ave Maria” and 
leaves us with much food for thought. 

Celene may well rue the fact that she entitled 
her article “(Some) Reflections from Blenheim 
Palace”, as she did such a great job that we will 
definitely expect future updates! (I see that she 
has also taken to experimenting with bolder 
styles of make-up.) I have taken heart from her 
sentiments that “real life” is not what we plan 
and expect, but the interruptions that occur 
continuously along the way. At least I think 
that is what she meant – my life certainly goes 

like that. As I type, Celene has undertaken a 
pilgrimage to Denmark with a group under 
guidance of Carel Anthonissen, and we look 
forward to reading about her experiences in 
next month’s edition.  

If you are still sitting on the fence with regards 
to the organ recital, please hop off, read the 
article on Winand Grundlingh, and buy your 
tickets! It is this Friday. 

Our book corner has already metamorphosed 
to include movie reviews and has been renamed 
Review Corner. This month, we review the 
movie Dunkirk. As usual, you are invited to add 
critiques or send reviews of books or movies 
you have found worthwhile. 

In Feedback and Newsflashes, Marieta 
Woudstra thanks everyone for their generous 
responses to her requests for donations. And 
here is a thought: How about those of us that 
aren’t so needy around birthdays anymore? 
Respond to “What do you want for your 
birthday?” by directing people to all our charity 
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websites and let them choose a worthy one to 
support. 

I don’t suppose many of us have pondered the 
merits of H-indexes. Well, Dave Richardson has 
achieved rather an impressive score in that 
regard and you can find out why it is such a 
prestigious achievement in a snippet entitled 
“Professor of note”. 

James Burns has been having a whale of a time 
aboard the SA Agulhas. He recently returned 
from a trip aboard “the floating classroom” 
where he, together with about 45 other 
students, attended lectures and also gained 
valuable experience in learning to use various 
instruments for data collection. 

Many of our members participated in Mandela 
Day projects and we are highlighting just two 
of these. 

Rentia Hobbs gives us an update (with some 
nice pics – thanks Rentia!) on the Vuya 

Endaweni Project, which received a bit of a 
facelift. And if you are wondering why Leanne 
was not there, it is because her face was 
suffering temporary alterations due to the 
mumps! Hope you are feeling better, Leanne. 

Our other initiative comes from the other side 
of the Atlantic, where Adam Plantinga was 
involved in a bicycle building exercise with BNP 
Paribas at a youth development centre called 
The Door. I understand that they actually 
managed to make eight rideable bicycles to 
hand over to some underprivileged youngsters. 

The list of ways to get involved grows steadily 
longer, but please do consider what you can do. 
And, of course, in our calendar events, please 
make a special effort to support Audrey’s 
initiative for the organ recital on Friday! 

God bless 

Jane v Wilgen 
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MESSAGE FROM TONY 
Dear family 

August is women’s month. Now, one of the most 
well-known Christian prayers in the whole world is 
called “Ave Maria”. We’ve heard it sung, to the 
music of Franz Schubert, by Maria Callas and 
Luciano Pavarotti. And every time you’ve heard it 
sung, almost always in Latin, I bet you’ve felt 
moved by the serene beauty. 

The Roman Catholic prayer which finds its origins 
in the Gospels of Luke 1:28 and Luke 1:42, is a 
powerful tribute to the one who bore our Lord 
and who treasured the events of his life and death 
in her heart. The “Ave Maria”, in English, goes like 
this, and is called the “Hail Mary”: 

Hail Mary, full of grace. The Lord is with thee. 
Blessed art thou amongst women, 
and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. 

Holy Mary, Mother of God, 
pray for us sinners, 
now and at the hour of our death. Amen. 

The prayer finds use in Roman Catholic worship 
from the mid-thirteenth century, when it only 
included the first two lines, and grew with time to 
include a prayer directed to Mary herself. It was 
this second part of the prayer which raised some 
controversy among the reformers. John Calvin, 
from whom the Presbyterians derive their origins 
historically, questioned the doctrines of the 
Catholic Church regarding Mary to the point of 
that he discouraged calling her the “Mother of 
God” (We should note that this was the phrase 
used by Elizabeth). Martin Luther, the first to 
publically protest to Rome, and chiefly for the 
doctrine of indulgences, retained a deep respect 
and love for the mother of our Lord, continuing 

even to his life’s end, to call her the “Holy Virgin”. 
He is said to have believed that "the veneration of 
Mary is inscribed in the very depths of the human 
heart." 

One of the interesting things about the prayer and 
its implicit doctrine of the posthumous veneration 
of the holy mother, is that it did not find its way 
into Martin Luther’s 95 theses any more than a 
mention: that the notion that a living person could 
sin against the long deceased Mary, was 
“madness”. 

The prayer “Ave Maria” appears in every Catholic 
missal, and is said at various times, especially 
when prayers are said for the sick. It is a common 
thing in Catholic churches, to light a candle before 
an icon of Mary and to say a “Hail Mary” for one 
who is ill. One of the things young confirmands 
are taught in the Catholic Church is that Mary had 
a peculiar ability to understand the pain of parents 
when their children are sick. Martin Luther found a 
beauty and power in the recognition that God had 
Himself been born of a woman and so, in a sense, 
“reversed the roles” so that a human had cared 
for, nurtured and protected the Living God 
Incarnate (in the flesh), in the form of the infant 
Jesus. 

The “Hail Mary” appears in the Rosary. “A what?” I 
can hear my confirmands ask.  The Rosary looks 
like a necklace, but has a crucifix at the end and 
several groups of beads. The idea is that it is a 
prayer aid, and can help the faithful through a set 
of prayers aimed at bringing the mind to a place 
of focus and devotion. It is part of the 
contemplative lives of the “brothers” and “sisters” 
(we may know them as “monks” and “nuns”). 
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In the Rosary, the “Hail Mary” is said 53 times. 
Which sounds like a lot, and is, but it has been a 
powerful part of the Roman Catholic disciplines 
for centuries, and Luther himself found that he 
would say the Rosary simply leaving out the last 
part of the prayer. 

It is this last part, a prayer to Mary, which has 
caused many things to be said which have been, 
at least, unfortunate. Protestant denominations 
have used extremely harsh language regarding 
Catholic worship and practice over the years and 
the divide has even caused wars between the 
denominations throughout the world. 

Last week I spent a morning with Father Win 
Lindique of the St Nicholas Catholic Parish here in 
Stellenbosch. It was a wonderful morning sharing 
our common love of God and unity in Christ Jesus. 
We talked about the need for God’s touch in the 
lives of the disadvantaged in Stellenbosch and the 
beauty of a life devoted to Jesus. One of the 
things I shared with Father Wim is my love for one 
of the greatest prayer books of all time: The 
Liturgy of the Hours or the Breviary. Originally four 
volumes, it was abridged to a single volume and 
includes daily morning and evening prayers. I have 
the single volume which, in beautiful ecumenical 
spirit, was made “protestant friendly” (my words) 
so that there is nothing which would scare away 

the more sensitive Reformed worshipper. I was 
devastated to hear that Father Wim had not been 
welcomed with open arms by other 
denominations in Stellenbosch. 

I’m writing all of this, dear ones, to encourage you 
to explore the disciplines of the Christian faith 
without fear and partiality to one “stream” or 
denomination. Furthermore, let us show love and 
inclusivity to all of God’s people. 

We have as much to learn from the Roman 
Catholic, Lutheran and Anglican (for instance) 
traditions as we do from the great teachers and 
theologians of the Reformed tradition. I have 
made it my mission, since arriving in Stellenbosch, 
to get to know as many of the pastors and 
ministers of the churches here as possible. It is 
through embracing one another in Christ Jesus 
that we discover the richness of the traditions in 
which we serve. One of our members “confessed” 
to me that she had been attending mass at the 
Catholic church with a friend and I absolved her 
instantly J. Actually, I love that! 

Our family at St Nicholas has much to teach us 
about the role of women in our lives and the 
beauty of the role of Mary in Jesus’s life. So, this 
women’s month, would you join me in 
recognising, with Luther, the beauty and example 
of the Mother of our Lord? Say it as a prayer of 
thanksgiving, quoting Scripture, for all of the 
mothers in your life: 

Hail Mary, full of grace. The Lord is with thee. 
Blessed art thou amongst women, 
and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. 
(Luke 1:28 and Luke 1:42) 

Love 

Tony 
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(SOME) REFLECTIONS FROM 
BLENHEIM PALACE 

Celene Hunter 

Karin Burns’ request that I write something for the newsletter has given me an opportunity to reflect on the 
past 30 months since Dave’s retirement from Stellenbosch United Church in December 2015. While this new 
season has brought obvious change for us as a couple, our children have also had to negotiate changes on 
various fronts.  It is just over two years since the birth of James – our son Luke’s first child and our second 
grandson. At the end of that month (February 2015) our eldest daughter, Shannon, moved with her husband 
(Kevin) and their son Callum – aged two - to Zithulele District Hospital near Coffee Bay in the Eastern Cape.  
In May 2015 Ryno and Carrie moved to Pinelands – well-situated for Ryno’s work as medical officer in an 
oncology practice in Rondebosch and Carrie’s work as an Occupational Therapist. And in June 2015 Luke, his 
wife, Abby, and James moved into our home (a.k.a. Blenheim Palace. They will be with us at least until he 
finishes his PhD at Tygerberg. So, banish any thoughts of us having a leisurely retirement. Life at Blenheim 
Palace certainly hums: our lives punctuated – and enriched – by the realities of sharing a home with a young 
and energetic family!  

 

 

Dave has discovered the new rhythm and pace of retirement 
restorative. It has afforded him time to do the things he loves, 
including rekindling his long-neglected passion for woodturning. I 
love having him home!  

I have found this transition 
more challenging, perhaps 
because I am not retired. 
Much of my energy is still 
focused on my small 
pastoral therapy practice, 
occasional editing jobs and 
navigating the logistical 
challenges of life together. 
Moreover, this year has brought challenges for me personally. I 
turn 60 in December 2017 and it is our 40th wedding anniversary 

Kevin, Callum and Shannon Luke, James and Abby  Carrie and Ryno  

Khulu in his chapel 

Callum, Dave and James  
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on 11 January 2018. Part of my preparations for these milestones is to set aside time to “listen” to my life: to 
let go the stuff that needs to be let go; to bring into clearer focus what is important for me; and to practise 
new skills and ways of being more suitable for this new season. This Sunday (30 July) I join Carel Anthonissen 
and a group from the Quiet Service – a contemplative space which Carel holds in the Kweekskool Chapel 
each Sunday morning - on a pilgrimage to Denmark as part of my preparation. But a major part of this year 
has been spent learning to embrace the way Life Happens and that plans require constant recalibration. The 
sudden death of my Mum’s carer in January “interrupted” life as usual and precipitated a crisis regarding 
Mum’s ongoing care. My siblings arrived at the decision we 
had all been dreading: to sell my Mum’s home and to 
move her into an assisted living facility in Howick. In June, 
my life was further “interrupted” when I fell off my 
mountain bike in Jonkershoek and required surgery to 
repair the injury to my right thumb. I now have first-hand 
(!) knowledge of what “sticking out like a sore thumb” 
means in activities of daily living! This forced interruption 
of Life As Usual prised open space for different ways of 
approaching life. Thus, Karin’s request for a reflective piece seemed 
perfectly timed. I was in a reflective phase and, since Shannon, Kevin and Callum were coming down from 
Zithulele to attend courses in Cape Town in July – Kev in advanced cardiac care and Shan to continue her 
Montessori training – the chances of getting the family photos Karin wanted seemed promising.  

There was only a single time slot available during Shan’s visit when the whole Hunter family could be 
together: supper on Saturday 1 July. All looked set for a wonderful evening:  the leg of lamb roasted; the 
table set; and Abby appointed as the designated photographer. But then Life Happened (again). 

The details don’t matter here, but it did mean that I had to let go my idea of how I had hoped/dreamed the 
evening would be; and accept what was unfolding: the whole Hunter family could not be together for the 
meal. Perhaps even more “interrupting”, we were burgled a few days later: Abby’s camera, hard drive and 
new computer was stolen, along with many memories she has documented of our lives over the years.  

These events – and how we negotiated them – had me thinking about how “interruptions” really do interrupt. 
I wrote to Stan Ridge earlier this week reflecting on this in response to his brochure insert (25 June 2017): 

I can remember trying to hang basket loads of wet nappies during our first winter in 
Stellenbosch in June 1989. Luke and Carrie – who were 18 months old at the time – used (at 
least) 24 cloth nappies each day. It had been raining almost non-stop for days; our tumble 
drier had packed up; and I had erected a temporary washing line indoors, when the wardrobe 
to which one side of the washing line was attached began to collapse onto me under the 
weight of the nappies.... 

I was frustrated, exhausted, exasperated, and lonely – fertile breeding ground for those Nasty 
Questions like:  "Is this REALLY my purpose in life?!? When can I get on with 'real' life and with 
what really matters in the Grand Scheme of Things..."  

Wham! What I had read a few days earlier hit me between the eyes, just before the falling 
wardrobe: 

 "The great thing, if one can, is to stop regarding all the unpleasant things as interruptions of one's 
'own' or 'real' life. The truth is of course that what one calls the interruptions are precisely one's real life 

Mum in her garden 
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- the life God is sending one day by day: what one calls one's 'real life' is a phantom of one's own 
imagination." 

(Extract from The Letters of C. S. Lewis to Arthur Greeves, 20 December 1943) 

What if we listened to our life differently, viewing the “interruptions”, of illness, injury, loss, broken dreams, as 
“precisely one’s real life – the life God is sending one day by day”?  

Although the longed-for Hunter gathering did not happen and we have no photographic record – bar grainy 
WhatsApp images – to share with you, what has shifted in me is a new willingness to be aware of how God is 
at work in the ordinary and the everyday, and a new commitment to follow the poet Rainer Maria Rilke’s 
counsel to a young poet to “live the questions”: 

“Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart and try to love the questions themselves, like 
locked rooms and like books that are now written in a very foreign tongue. Do not now seek the 
answers, which cannot be given you because you would not be able to live them. And the point 
is, to live everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps you will then gradually, without noticing it, 
live along some distant day into the answer.” 

Perhaps the point is to live everything – even and especially the interruptions – trusting that we are held in 
Love, a Love that holds in tension the excruciating pain and joy of being human, and never gives up no 
matter what.  

  

      

Celene ‘in the moment’ with James 
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WINAND GRUNDLING CONCERT  
Estelle Reynolds (organist, Stellenbosch United Church) 

Winand Grundling studied his undergraduate 
degree at the University of Port Elizabeth. He 
began his organ studies in 2002 and has since 
given organ recitals on national and international 
level. In 2006, Winand was chosen as one of 17 
organists worldwide to attend the Canadian 
International Organ Summer School in Calgary, 
where he also had master classes. He passed his 
ATCL Trinity Recital (Licentiate) examinations, as 
well as his Unisa Performance Licentiate with 
distinction At the 2012 Klein-Karoo National Arts 
Festival (KKNK), Winand received two Kanna 
Awards for his production, 14 Stasies van die Kruis 
– for Best Classical Music Production and Best 
Upcoming Artist. Winand is the organist of the 
Dutch Reformed Church Stellenbosch Welgelegen 
and is an accompanist for various choirs and 
South African artists. His debut CD, Toccata!, was 
launched in 2009. In 2012, he released his second 
album, 14 Stations of the Cross, at the KKNK, 
followed by The 7 Days of Creation in 2014. In 
2015 Winand received the Kanna Award for Best 
Classical Production for his production Bach – 
Vandag. 

He has obtained countless other qualifications 
and given a multitude of performances. And on 4 
August 2017, we have the chance to experience 
this brilliant musician’s talent first-hand. Aside from his masterful interpretations of famous compositions, he 
is also extremely good at improvising and quite a character on stage! 

Don’t miss your chance to see (and hear) this maestro in action! To book your tickets, call Audrey on 021 887 
0495 or email her at office@unitedchurchstellenbosch.co.za. 
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REVIEW CORNER 
The following is an extract from a review by Richard Brody who began writing for The New Yorker in 1999. Since 2005, he 
has been the movie-listings editor at the magazine. He writes film reviews, a column about DVDs, and a blog about movies. 
He is the author of the book Everything Is Cinema: The Working Life of Jean-Luc Godard, and is at work on a book on 
French New Wave Cinema. 

DunkirkA War Movie about Patriotic Ciphers 

Writer & Director: Christopher Nolan 

Actors: Fionn Whitehead, Damien Bonnard, 
Aneurin Barnard 

The outline of Christopher Nolan’s Dunkirk is a 
clever twist on a familiar trilogy: land, sea, and air. 
Nolan parses a week of combat during the Second 
World War, from May 26 through June 4, 1940, 
and the effort to rescue British and French troops 
into those three components, and gives each a 
time frame (a week, a day, an hour, respectively) 
that corresponds to its speed. The movie thus 
leaps about in time, with each thread of action 
moving ahead fitfully, until the three threads unite in the movie’s evident conclusion, the successful retreat of 
more than three hundred thousand soldiers (about two-thirds of them British, one-third French) across the 
English Channel from Dunkirk, France, to Great Britain. (The movie is centered on British soldiers; the French 
are a brief but melodramatic afterthought.) The preservation of this fighting force was, of course, crucial for 
the preservation of Great Britain and the eventual outcome of the war; the retreat was the defeat that helped 
to secure victory. 

Nolan’s construction turns a forward tread into a mosaic and breaks the sense of a unified dramatic arc into a 
series of observational anecdotes, of isolated deeds and lonely confrontations. He highlights individual acts 
of courage and heroism, dependent on infinitesimal details of choice and chance, on which the overall 
historic event depends. In separating three through-lines and fields of action, Nolan suggests the uncertainty, 
the indeterminacy, the quasi-metaphysical randomness, and the seemingly miraculous synergy of disparate 
events of which the outcome was comprised. 

With Dunkirk, Nolan has made what may be the first V.R. movie – one that does its best to put viewers 
literally into the position of combatants and participants in the Dunkirk rescue, as if viewers were meant to fill 
in the blanks of the characters’ inner lives with their own and imagine themselves to be fighting the Second 
World War for the very preservation of Great Britain. It isn’t (I suppose) that Nolan can’t or won’t conceive of 
that generations’ mental and personal life, but that he’s sufficiently awed by their achievements and wants to 
place viewers’ little feet into our predecessors’ giant shoes – to let us clomp around in them and imagine the 
strength that went into even the slightest step under those circumstances. Dunkirk is, in that sense, a war 
movie with a daddy complex.  

It’s a pleasure to see movies projected in public on the big screen. The air section of Dunkirk, in particular, is 
a visual wonder – less because Nolan’s direction of the sequences is distinctive than because solo flight in 

http://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody
https://www.amazon.com/Everything-Cinema-Working-Jean-Luc-Godard/dp/0805080155/ref=la_B001JRUJY0_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1490809632&sr=1-1
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0634240?ref_=tt_ov_dr
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm7887725?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm4044784?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2902567?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm
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combat is irresistibly, sensuously fascinating to watch . . . and the expanse of sky is all the more engulfing, 
thrilling, terrifying on a screen the size of an apartment building. But it’s also a pleasure to watch movies, 
even visually daring movies, at home, on TV or even a computer, and pause to savor, freeze frames, back up, 
and watch scenes again, or even watch some parts backward. There are differences between the feelings 
aroused by different modes of viewing – but the differences are different from film to film, and a movie that 
seems good in one format will always seem so (if differently) in another. Except, perhaps, for Dunkirk, which, 
if it’s not seen in enveloping and engulfing and body-shaking scale, may be nothing at all. 

 

FEEDBACK AND NEWSFLASHES 

Donations for the farm children in Robertson 
Dear Stellenbosch United Church members 

I would like to make use of this opportunity to thank you from the bottom of my heart for 
the very generous donations of clothes, sporting gear and food for my clients on the farms 
and in Nkqubela in Robertson.  

I know it takes time and effort to get donations together and I really appreciate everyone's 
generosity. You won't believe the difference it makes to a child to be warm rather than cold 
when sitting in school and trying to concentrate. I can't thank you enough. The clothes we 
received are now being sorted and packed. The children will be so excited to receive them. 
Please know how much you've helped them and how appreciative I am of your kindness.  

Marietha Woudstra 

 

Professor of note  
Prof Dave Richardson, Director of the Centre for Invasion Biology at 
Stellenbosch University, has achieved a milestone in that his h-index 
has reached 100, a feat rarely achieved by any scientist. Scientists are 
gauged by several measures, and the number of papers that they 
publish in peer-reviewed journals is one of them. But it is also 
important to know whether anyone pays a blind bit of notice to what 
you are publishing, in other words - is your work of any value to 
society? To address this, scientists invented a measure called the h-
index. It measures the number of times your papers are cited by other 
scientists who also publish in the peer-reviewed literature. An index of 
1 means you have one paper cited at least once; an index of 10 means 
you have 10 papers, each of which is cited at least 10 times, and an 
index of 50 means you have 50 papers, each of which is cited at least 
50 times. So, as you can see, this becomes progressively more 
challenging as you move up the ladder. So well done Dave, there is 
no-one else at Stellenbosch who comes close, and there are only 4 other scientists in South Africa, in all fields 
of study, who have achieved this. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/centreforinvasionbiology/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/StellenboschUniversityScience/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/StellenboschUniversityScience/?fref=mentions
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Class afloat on a research vessel  
James Burns has just returned from a 10-day cruise aboard South Africa’s research vessel, the Agulhas II. He 
was one of 45 students, from a number of the country’s universities, who were selected to participate in the 
Department of Environment Affairs’ SEAmester programme. During their time at sea, the students received 
lectures from experts in various fields of physical and biological oceanography and were also given practical 
experience in the deployment of instruments used to gather oceanic and atmospheric environmental data. 
The practical work was undertaken in collaboration with a team of experienced oceanographic researchers.  

The Agulhas II departed Cape Town on 17 July and headed west 
towards South America, up to the Greenwich meridian, which was 
reached five days later. The return trip followed more or less the 
same course.  

Apart from the excellent meals that he enjoyed aboard ship, 
James’ highlights of the trip included the time spent on deck 
observing the vastness of the ocean around him and spotting 
seabirds and the occasional whale. He also really enjoyed the 
hands-on experience that he gained using the sophisticated 
research equipment aboard the ship. If he had any uncertainty 
about a preferred career, associated with the ocean, this is now no 
longer the case.  

James will be completing his master’s degree at Stellenbosch 
University 

this year. His 
plan for next 

year is to get a posting to Marion Island, where he 
hopes to be employed by the South African Weather 
Service. If he is successful in his application, it won’t be 
long before he finds himself back aboard the Agulhas II. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

James about to board  

SEAmester Class of 2017  
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Vuya Endaweni 
 

Rentia Hobs writes: 

“Richard, from the Anglican Church, and his two children, Richard jr. and Megan, joined me, Adre 
and Frances for a day of painting the centre and doing some garden maintenance.  

Aslan, the caretaker, was in full force working with some of her older children. The children are so 
keen to get involved and did not waste a moment to get going with the painting of the inside walls 
and roof. 

The “little gardeners” were also in action and we had to watch very carefully that no fingers got in 
between the secateurs and the branches . . . they opted to pick up the cuttings rather, braking them 
into smaller pieces and into the garbage bags. The bright orange honeysuckle hedge is at its last 
bloom of the season and the only colour in that area. Despite this, it still attracts little birds and 
insects, adding to the life of the centre. Other children were skipping and playing in the sand, 
enjoying the sense of community and love (and looking forward to the sandwiches, cool drinks and 
pudding at the end).  

Vuya Endaweni is a living ‘vein’ in the Enkaneni community; desperate for love and care and always 
appreciative of any support.” 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Enthusiastic gardeners and painter  
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BNP Paribas teambuilding results in donation of bikes 
And on Wall Street, Adam Plantinga was involved in a very innovative giving project.  He writes: 

“The new 2017 class of analysts and associates at BNP Paribas spent an evening at The Door, a youth 
development programme in lower Manhattan. It was a team-building event with a twist: We ‘built’ 
eight bicycles that the bank had donated to go to underprivileged youth. 

They started the evening with having each of us share a childhood memory involving a bicycle. Our 
family lived on the Myburg's Joostenberg farm when I was small, so I was able to share stories of 
riding my blue bike around (naked!) and the joy and freedom it gave. 

They then turned this around, saying how many kids never get to experience those kinds of 
memories. This put the whole building process into context 
and gave it more meaning. Putting a bike together from 
parts was harder than expected – the brakes are especially 
intricate. Fortunately, they had a professional give them a 
once-over before we handed them over to the kids! The 
looks on their faces when they received their first bike and 
personalised letter really made our week.” 

 

 

 

WAYS TO GET INVOLVED  

Organ recital  
Remember to book your place for Winand 
Grundlingh’s beautiful organ recital! Tickets 
are R120 per person and include cheese and 
wine in the hall afterwards. Contact Audrey 
to book. 

Prayer meeting 
Tony would like to invite you all to join 
together for prayer in the church every 
Tuesday morning at 10 am. 

Congregational meeting  
Please note that there will be a meeting after 
the morning service on 6 August to receive 
nominations and elect new elders.  

Adam receiving his first bicycle Adam and other Wall Street 

analysts handing out bikes  
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Bible study  
A new Bible study group will be starting this 
week in the meeting room on Wednesdays 
from 10 – 11.30 am. All welcome.  

Clothes 
Don’t forget to bring clothing and 
household goods for our Love to Give 
project, as well as any baby and children’s 
clothes for Louise to take to the hospital. 

Kayamandi Trauma Centre  
We need people to make soup for the 
homeless. Also, any walking shoes and old 
spectacles with usable frames would be 
much appreciated. Please contact Carol on 
021 887 1781 or 073 534 3738 or at 
crlchase@gmail.com if you can help. 

Books 
A wonderful selection of new books are 
available in the hall at R10 each.  

Cards  
Marion Smit makes beautiful cards. Please 
come and choose. All proceeds go to our 
Benevolent Fund to support those in need.  

Care Coins  
Please take a bottle from the foyer and 
collect your small change in aid of our 
charities.  

Tea roster coordinator  
We are desperately looking for a volunteer 
to organise the tea roster. 

New members orientation  
Please meet Tony straight after the morning 
services on 13, 20 and 27 August for 45 
minutes.  

 

UPCOMING EVENTS  
Fri 28 July Youth  

Sat 29 July 09h00–12h00 Sunday school teachers’ training 

Sun 30 July Evening services recommence 

Fri 4 Aug Winand Grundling in concert at 
Stellenbosch United Church 

 Youth 

Wed 9 Aug Women’s Day 

Thu 10 Aug Crafts for Christ 

11-13 Aug Youth Weekend Club 

Thu 10 Aug 10 am Crafts for Christ 

Wed 16 Aug 6.30 pm Café Conversations on the Youth Project 

Fri 18 Aug Youth 

Fri 25 Aug Youth 

Crafts for Christ meets every second Thursday of the month from  
10 am – 12 noon in the church hall. Contact Lani Bredenkamp (082 648 8646). 

mailto:crlchase@gmail.com
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